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AN INFORMATION THEORETIC APPROACH TO RFID-SECURIT,Y
PROBLEMS IN SUPPLY NETWORKS

IJlrich Tamn| . Elcı Sihcl Bayrak Vaycluııoğlu1

Abstract 
- 

Counteı,fei| tı,ade is a severe problenı for maııy iııduslries worldwide. The use o.f Rqdio
Frequency Ideıılificatioıı (RFID) technologı is an imporlanl lechııological neasure lo conıbal couı,ıterfeit
h-ade. In the relevaııt lilerqlure a ııumber of RFID anli-counlel,feiting iechniques are illlslrqted_
Cryptographic lechııiques serye qs q basis lo sonıe of these dnli-couülterfeiting \echııiques. The paper ainıs to
contribule lo the RFlD-security discılssion by providiııg receııt iııformalion theorelic methods - llefwark
codiııg (Ild identification codes - qnd their possible applicaiioııs for security problems iıı supply ı,ıeıhıorks.
These techniques are especially useful iı7 siluaiio,1s where \rqdilional cryplographic tools are nat apiılicable
for RFID security , ideıılifcatioıı codes aı-e superiar lo hash fuııctiorıs \ıhen errars cdn occur, and iıehıork
codes may be applied iııstead of one-way functioııs, This last approach ıo RFID securitlı will be parılcularly
discussed iıı this p{:ıper wilh qn enıphasis oıı lhe delecliol1 of the locatioü1 of a fraud iıı lhe supply chain.

Keyır'ords - Counteıfeiting, RFID Techııologı, Product Aulhenlicalioıı, Netlnrk Coding, Identi,Qcation
Codes

INTRODUCTION

Countelfeiting is a global problem that has negative impacts on companies, countıies where counte:feiting
takes places and lıarms consumefs in maıy ways, Coınpanies, whose goods are faked, face unjustified liability
claims, loss of goodwill and revenue. Counterfeiting discourages investment in research and development.
Counterfeit ploducts put the safety and health of consumers at risk because of inferior product rluality.
Countelfeiters do not pay taxes, have poof working conditions and often use forced child labor. Eıırnings
from counterfeiting ate often used to finance other illegal activities such aS terrolist activitieS, drug trafficking
t1], t2], t3]. Ploduct authentication plays an important role to combat counterfeiting and detect couı]teffeit
products. It enables to determine whether a given product is genuine or counterfeit [2]. Various measurt:s such
aS the use of hologfams, invisible ultraviolet ink exist foI pfoduct authentication [4]. RFlD-based product
authentication is also an important technological measure for checking the originalişı ofa product that moves
iır a supply network.

In this paper after the illustration ofpossible attacks against RFID-based ploduct authentitation in ;upply
networks, existing RFID ploduct authentication techniques are discussed briefly. Subsequently it is illujtrated
how network coding aıd identification codes can be applied for product authentication in supply net,,volks.
The paper finishes with conclusion part,

COUNTERIEITING PROBLEM IN SUPPLY NETWORKS

Figure 1 slıows a simple supply network. The manufacturer is 1inked to raw material suppliers, distributors
and Some direct sales customefs. The flow of goods is from the manufacturer to distributors and then to
wholesalers. The goods then flow from wholesalers to retaiiers and then to consumers [5], Up to conjumer
each actor in a netwofk carü be the entry point of the counterfeit ploduct. To realize a secure networl: each
actol in a supply network has to veri$, the authenticity of üe products on hand. To undelstand whelher a
given product is genuine or counterfeit, the insertion of a security feature into the product and the
authentication of this feature are essential. RFID tags can be used fol this pu4)ose. Even though some ıfthe
presented techniques below (e.g. authentication based on ploduct specific feature) support to bjnd the firature

l UıricIı Tamm, Malmala Univeısity, Faculıy oiEconoııics aıd Administrative Sciences, Business Infomıatics Depaİlment,
Ancdnluhi\Jrr. Isl3nbul. Turkiyc & Univeısify ofBie]eield, Depaıtment o1'Mathematics, Germany, ulrich,tanıı@yaioo.com
' EIa Sibcl BarııJ. Mcldıııoğlu, Marmara Universily, Faculty of Econoünics arrd Administrative Sciences, Business lnloımatics
Depaılnıent, Anadolu]risarı. Istanbul, Turkil,e, elasibelba)rali@yüoo,coııı
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and the product for authentication, through a RFID product authentication predominantly the Security feafuIe

is authenticated and not the product itself [2]. For the authentication of products physical status verifications -
verification of the auüenticity by checking ingıedients of products, verification of packages for broken
packing, broken seals etc. _ can be applied [4]. These verifications ale out ofthe scope ofthis paper.

!!s2

FIGURE. l
A Simple Supply Network [5]

Any actol ofa supply network can put a counterfeit pfoduct in the network through the following attacks:

Tqq cloninp: is the copying the information of one tag to anothef [6].

Tag remoyal and reapplicalion: rhe application of genuine Seculity features fİom (mostly discarded) genuine

products to counterfeit products is called removal and reapplication attacks [3].

RFID-BASED PRODUCT AUTHENTICATION TECHNIQUES

The RFID-based product authentication techniques aıe categorized into four classes depending on what

the authentication is based on. The first and the second techıiques authenticate the products without tag

authentication [3], [7]. The third and the fourth techniques authenticate the tag or the data the tag stores [7]:

Uni e Serial rI1,1 This techıique is the simplest RFID product authentication technique. It relies

on assigning a serial number (product ID) in a raıdom way from a large numbering space, writing it to üe
RFID tag arüd stoling the number in a secuıe online server. When the product ]D is checked, e.g. in a store, a

reader retrieves the ID, sends it to a service offered by the maırufactuıer (or an IT provider) which looks up

the number in the server and returns the result to the reader. The absence of the product's ID in the server

would serve as indication of countelfeil. The success of this techıique relies on keeping the list secret from

counterfeiters while providing needed access foı it to licit actots. Tag cloning is the weakness of this

technique. However, cloned tags can be detected by various methods (e.g. by the use of tamper-evident tags).

This technique can be implemented in RFID enabled supply chains with little additional cost [3], [7].

plausibilitv checks based on lrack and irace: Track and tIace enable to generate and store dynamic

profiles of individual products as they move through the supply network [7]. In a track and trace System

İnformation on a product's location (location can be a geographic location as rve]l as the location oi the step in

a process, such as in the distribution or sold to customer [2]) and the corresponding time, possibly together

with the information on üe owner, its status etc., are recorded and stored for flırther processing [3]. Product

specific records are used then for heuristic plausibility checks. As the system allows to know the location of a

product, clones can be found as being in wrong locations [2]. For example, a product with a serial number

;egistered for sale in Switzerland is suspicious if offered in an American store at the same time [7]. As track
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and tİace Systems afe used in supply networks also for other purposes (e.g. fol,deriving a product']j history.
organizing product recalls) track and trace based product authentication can be cost-efficient fcr supply
networks. However, generating and gathering track and trace profiles can be hard in supply netwolks because
ofthe leluctance of the paıties to share information [2], [7].

Autheııticaiioıı based oıı produci snecific features: This technique enables a cryptographic way to bind the
RIID tag and the product that it authenticates. The authentication is based on writing on the tag menoly a
digital signatule that combines the tag ID number and specific featule (e.g. precise weight) of the product that
iS to be authenticated. Features can be physical or chemical propelties that identiry the product anıl can be
verified. The choosen feature is measured as a paıt of the authentication. If the feature used in the tag's
Signatule matches the measured featufe, the tag-ploduct pair is original. This technique needs a public-key
Stored on an online database. If an offline authentication is desired, then the public-key is stored on the tag.
But this decleases the level of security. Physically verification of each unit as a part of authenticaticn is the
disadvantage of this techrıique [7]. This technique detains illicit actofs from removing a tag from a lel3itimate
pıoduct and reapplying it to a counterfeit product [3].

Secure aulhenlicaliaıı: This approach considers the use of cryptographic tags for product authentication
and anti-counterfeiting. The main motivation is to increase cloning resistance. RFID tags can be pıotected
from cloning by the use of ıead-protected secrets residing on tags [2]. ln the lelevant literature various
techıical solutions with varying complexity are proposed. These solutions base on various protocols such as
lightweight hash-based challenge-response protocols, symmetric and asyınmetric encryption-based protocols,
protocolS using physical unclonable firnctions (PUF) and public key based digital signatures [7]. DisadYantage
of this approach is the increasing of the tag costs as a result of the integlation of the required cryptot!ıaphic
unit in RFID tags. The application of network coding and identification codes for product authentication,
which is discussed below, contributes a new approach to secuıe authentication.

Among the presented techıiques unique serial numbering as well as track and trace based plaul;ibiliş,
checking ale cost-efficient pfoduct authentication techliques. Reasons of the cost-efficiency of these
techniques are [7]:

. They need only low-cost tags and support simple authenticity checks.

. As they are used a]so in other supply chain appliCations, authentication is not th: only
application for the hardware costs ofthese techniques

Based on the discussion above it can be said that the use of unique serial nuınbering as well as tra( k and
trace based plausibility checking is convenient for consumer goods and other low-cost products, the other
cryptographic techniques can be applied for more expensive products [7].

NETWORK CODING AND IDENTIFICATION CODES

In this section we are going to pfovide two ideas from information theory, which n,ıight be usefiıi for
RFID tag authentication, The first one, identification codes, will oı,ily bıiefly be mentioned, since they are
useful only in the presence of noise, which might be not a necessary assumption in most cases. The second
one, netwoık coding, howeveı, might turn out to be a useful tool in the futuıe. This very hot topic, analvsing
how information can be distributed through a netwofk, to our knowledge has not been discussed yet iıı the
RFID context, although the underlying infrastructure ofa supply chain, ofcourse, is a nerwork.

Ideııtification cc,ıdes. The theory ofidentification in the presence ofnoise had been developed in [8]. The
underlying model is the same as Shannon's model for the tlansmission of information over a noisy chanıel: a
bit is flipped flom 0 to l oI from 1 to 0 with a small probabili§ e. Then a central role is played by the entropy
h(e) = -e.log(e) - (1-e).log(l-e). Namely, exponentially many - approximately 2'h(')- messages can be ıeliably
(i.e.,with arbitrarily small probability ol confusing the messages) tıansmitted over the chaıııel using block
codes of n bits. In [8], 1he authors now relaxed Shannon's ııodel to tl,ıe identification case, in which the exact
decoding of the message iS not important, but tl,ıe question "Is this tlıe n]essage (or item) I am iııterested in?"
has to be answered. Theil centlal result was that again the entropy is the iınponant palameteI, but with n bits
now doubly exponentially many - approximately 2 to the power 2nj'i'' - messages o, it".. .- be identifietl. In
other woıds, given a number m of messages, about log (m) bits are required to reliably decode the ıncssııge,
wheıeas only log(log(m)) bits are required to identi§ the message.
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Such identifation codes automatically provide an authentication mechaırism. They just answer the

question "Is this the item I am looking for?" and do not give any flırther information about the item. Since

tLey are very short, devices with a very limited stolage space like RFIDs are ideal for application. As
mentio.,ed bİfore, the presence of noise is essential. Especially, when noise comes into play, codes base on

hashing will not work well any more. Noise will automatically come into play, when the distance to the reader

deviceİs large. A setting, where this might occuı, is a misplacemnt of aı object. In this case it can be searched

for within a distance the reader will allow. with high probability then the object can be identified.

Network coding: The theory of network coding has been developed only in Üe last decade, for a recent

book on the topic by the leading expert, see [9]. The main discovery was that encoding the messages in the

nodes of an information network can improve the thıoughput. Since the internet and other information

networks are based on routers, which simply forward (without coding) the arriving information to the

successots ofthe respective node in the network, a lot of attention was drawn to the topic - even the Scientific

American became inierested [10]. We shall motivate the benefits with the standard example from literatule -
the butterfly network.

\

"Y
bi

iı

b l

The situation here is that a sender wants to transmit the two messages b1 and b2 to the two receivers Y and

Z each. Since there is a bottleneck on the edge between W wıd Z, in a trarısport network it would not be

possible to transport bl and b2 at the same time. So, either this would cause a delay by transporting them

İubsequently oI the capacity of this edge were to increase. In an information network, where b1 and b2 afe

digitai messages, it is simply possible to encode them into one message bı+b: as in Figure 2, The receivers

thİn could simPlY decode, for instance, Y can calculate b,: (bı+b2)-bı, Of coutse, the addition can be carıied

out in any field, for instance modulo a prime number - as indicated in Figure 2 by the circle aröund the "+".

Soon it tumed out that the improvement of throughput was not the only advantage of network coding.

Especially, security aspects became apparent. Coding of information in the nodes of a network could protect

the information against eavesdropping and even link failuıes. Microsoft launched its content distribution

system Avalanche, which is based on network coding. This aıd several further applications are listed in Il1].
We could not find in [11] or other papers any application related to RFID securi§, which was ouf motivation

to discuss this topic here in some detail.

hıü h: l,|ır b;

FIGL]RE 2: The Butterfly Network [9]

s
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The fundamental diflerence betweelı a tfansport nefwork and an information network is that me;sages in
an information network are immaterial and can hence be copied or combined to a new message. This would
not be possible with goods in a transport network. Now observe tl,ıat the goods and the RFID tags ahached to
them in a supply chain are distributed via a tlanspoft network as in Figure 1, whereas the messages on the
RFIDs are distributed via arı information network.

For our purposes, the impıovement of thloughput is not an essential featufe. Security aspects z_re mole
imPodant. One ofthese aspects is also evident in Figure 2. Observe that the encoding in node W yiekls a new
message bl+b2, which does not reveal enough information on the single messages br and b2 to an
eavesdropper. So without üe single messages, which hence act as a seclet key for the other message, the
information is use|ess for a third party. So the encoding can also be regarded as aıı encryption proceduı e.

This can be applied to RFID security by encrypting sensible information in the nodes of the unılerlying
netwolk Via a network code. Via the methods provided so far in the literature (e.g. [10],[11]) further
Pfotection can be guaranteed against link failures, which correspond to the case that an RFID tag would be
lost - for instance, by accidental or intentional removal. The information on the RF]D tag to be kept secfet
might also be an authentication code or the paı1 of it for the fespectiYe feceiveL

So far, we saw how the existing theory on netwoük coding can be applied to RIID secuıity. This concerns
primarily secfecy aspects and only secondarily, via encrypting relevant information, authenticity asp()cts. In
the sequel we shall sketch how network coding can further be applied to authentify the product:ı to be
transported via information on the RIID tags. In ordef to do so, we first need some clarity about the
inflastructure:

(]) The Network: Authentication is a protection against fraud. So, it has to be clarified, in which
Places fıaud can occ].ıı. This can be in the nodes, usually representing the depots of the supply
cl'ıain, or in the edges, which represent the roads between these depots. So if, for instance, an
employee of a post office would steal or repJace a parcel, this fraud would occur in a node of the
network. The same action by a truck driver would result in a fraud in an edge of the neıvork.
Pfotection can be provided against eithel kind of fraud or against both kinds simultaneouıJy. In
order to design the authentication code, the correct scenafio should be considered. Fof instance,
when leaving the depots, the trucks n,ıay be sealed such that fraud in the edges is unlikely, or, in
the other direction, the emlpoyees may be considered as reliable, such that fraud in the nodes is
irrelevant, By replacing every node by an edge (between the incoming and the outgoing poiııt, for
instance), every netwolk may be extended to a netwolk in which only frauds in the edges should
be considered.

a Syııchronizalion: In the butterfly network in Figure 2 it is essential that the two messages alf.ve in
node w at the same time. so, the encodeı in a node has to know which jnfonıations he must
combine into a codeword. The incoming informations hence must be synchronized either they
arrive at the same time or the encoder kıows which paıts he has to wait for. If this is not the case,
soıne additioı'ıa] infoıılıation nrust be provided. In Micı,osoft's Avalanche systen,ı the previous
codes are attached to the message. This, however, may be too space_intensive for RIlIDs.
However, a local computer in the nodes may help see (3).

O Local Slorage and Computatioıı. Since RIIDs have very ınuch limited storage space and
computatİonal power, local computers placed in the nodes of the network may be necessay to
serve as an assistance. Information may also be stored in such local computers in ofdel to later
trace back the path from the receiveı to the sendel. Further it is understood that, in order to aoply
network coding procedures, the devices in the nodes of the netwolk will be able to read from aıd
write to the RFIDs, i.e, it must be possible to overwrite the contents ofan RFID in any node o]'the
network.

(1) Iııformaiion ys. Trqnsporl: We saw already that the fundamental difference between a tfansDort
and an information network js that information can be copied or coded to a new message. our
application is in some sense in between an information and a transport nefivork. To see this,
observe what will happen in node W in Figure 1. If two parcels will arrive tagged with RFIDs
whose contents is b1 and b2, respectively, then the infolmation would be combined to bl+br.']'his
new message will be written to both RFID tags. Hence, two copies - one for each parcel _ of the
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new message will leave the node W in direction X, contrasting to a pure information network,

where only one copy would be necessary.
(5) THE RFIDs; As mentioned under (3) it must be possible to read from and w te to the RFIDs.

Further, cloning must be impossible, which could be guaraıteed by a unique code as a serial

number which canıot be changed. Further, the RFIDs must be attached in such a waY to the

goods that they cannot be removed without this being observed.

With this scenario in mind, one might think about the possible kinds of fraud. A simple theft of a good

can be detected by counting the parcels. Hence a parcel must be replaced by a counterfeit. By (5) we assume

that the attached RrlD cannot bJremoved arıd not be cloned, which means that the counterfeit parcel must be

provided with a counterfeit RFID distinguishable from the original one. Further, the counterfeit RFID must be

of some quality such that the fraud cannot be immediately detected by a reader device.

An authentication should usually serve the detection of a countelfeit. This may occur (a) immediately in
the node following the fraudulent edge, (b) at a specified receiver, or (c) at a subset of all the receivers. If the

fraud is detected at the receiving end one might further try to find ou1 (d) the location of the fraud.

Network coding can immediately be applied to the cases (b) and (c), where the fraud is detected at the

receiving end. If a countetfeit had taken place, the message on the RIID cannot be the one it should be. To

compare it with the correct message there are three possibilities: one might ask the sender, one migh1 comPare

the messages with those having arrived at the other receivers (case (c)), or one might provide the correct

message through aıother network code, foı instance, afi error-correcting code as sketched before. This last

possibility is, of course, in the spirit of cryptology, where arı authentication code consists of the conect

message and some manipulation of üis message, which carrnot be comrpted. Usually in cryptolory this is

guaranleed via one-way functions. The computation of these one-way functions, however, is too comPlex for

İ.IlD devices. The security via a network code would stem from the fact that information from one node is

diStributed to all his successoıs. So if fraud takes place on an edge to one ofthese Successoİs the information

may stil1 be reconstructed ffom the other edges.

AfteI detecting the errol, it has to be found out whele the fraud has taken place case (d) above. This

must have occured on one of the edges on the path from the sender to the receiver whose good and respective

RFID aıe counterfeits. The network code may aiready reveal some information. Consideı, for instance, the

example in Figure 2 and assume that the RFID aniving at Y was a counterfeit and that exactly one edge was

corrupted. Y should be in possession of br arıd b:. lf bı is not received correctly the fraud must have taken

place on the edges (S,T) or (T,Y;. otherwise, we further check if Y and Z received the same message from W.

if thi. i. th" case, then the fraud must have taken place before node w _ on (T,w) or (U,W). If the messages

from W to Y and Z, respectively, are different, then the fraud took place after w _ on (w,X) or ğ,Y). So, an

investigator from the police or an insurance company already has some information about the location. The

exact location canıot be found by a simple network code. The difficulty is that a counterfeit RFID wouid

influence all messages on the edges following the one where the counterfeit 1ook place. To obtain further

infomation one would have to store the messages on the incomig RFIDS on local computers in the nodes.

However, here we see a lot ofperspectives for future research.

So, network coding can be applied to detect counterfeits at the Ieceiving end and to obtain some

information about the location ofthe fraud. The strongest protection would be an immediate deteÇtion of fraud

at the ending node of the edge where the fraud occured - case (a) above. ]n this case network coding might

help only in nodes with moıe than one incoming edges, since some information about the correct message that

should anive via the com.ıpled edge might be contained in the messages arriving via the other incoming edges.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we wanted to dlaw the attention on infomation theoretic methods which might be useful

for authentication via RFIDs, since they are applicable in situations, where the starıdald tools for

authentication codes _ hash functions aıd asymmetdc cryptosystems based on one-way functions - are

problematic. Hash functions are not applicable if errors can occuf during the transmission. In this case

İdentification codes may be an intelesting altemative. The computation ofa one-way function with arı RFID
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processol is too complex in order to guafal]tee a sulficient degree of security. As an altemative, at l€ast for a
suPPlY chain described by a network we suggest nehvork coding as a propeı altelnative. Securit1 is here
obtained by distıibuting the iı]fonnation on an RFID to all the successols of a node. We saw that network
coding can easily be used to detect a counterfeit at the feceiving end and also to obtain information about the
iocation where the fraud took place. There is a lot ofpelspective for fuıther ıesearch, silıce the codes have to
be designed separately for every network, also taking into account aspects like time synchronization and local
storage and computation in the nodes of the nehvork. To our knowledge identification codes and netwoIk
coding have not been applied to RFID security and other problems related to supply chains, so far. Indeed,
information theory is usually studied in electrical and communication engineering. For identification codes
even in this area applications are hardly known, RFIDs and othel storage devices with limited memory may be
a Very natulal environnıent. Completely diffel,ent is the situation with network coding. Since the picneering
PaPer Published by Ahlswede, Cai, Li and Yeung Il2] only in the year 2000 a lot of applications have been
found. These are sun'eyed, foı instance in [10], t11]. Besides communication problems, the most notab]e
aPPlication is distfibuted storage: the who]e topic becaııe very popular after Microsoft launched their ıeer-to-
peer Avalanche system fof content distribution, see [13], [14]. Authentication problems in this conıext had
already been adressed [15], however, these are again based on traditional cryptography. With this paper, we
hoPe to initiate a discussion about the possible application of network coding to RFID security irr hansport
networks iike supply chains. Our first emphasis js on the location of fraud in the supply chain. Fuılher
aPPlications will surely follow, but one l,ıas to be careful with tlre restrictions given by the supply chain and by
the RFIDs themselves.
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